Price List
Primary Training Center CD‐ROM
Elementary Training Center CD‐ROM

$50 per CD‐ROM
$100 per CD‐ROM

1 free CD‐ROM (for training center staff use only) for every 5 CD‐ROMs purchased; minimum of 10 CDs
purchased at a time.

Frequently Asked Questions
Q. How much of a discount do training centers receive on the CD‐ROMs?
A. If you added up the items on the Primary Training Center CD‐ROM individually, it would total $226. The
Elementary CD would total $430. We are offering a steep discount ($50 per Primary CD; $100 per Elementary
CD) on bulk purchases of our CD‐ROMs for training center use.
Q. Do the students receive any printed materials?
A. The students receive a CD‐ROM with Adobe PDF files to print. They will not receive printed materials. Each
student is responsible for printing, laminating, and cutting their own materials. No coloring by hand is needed
and materials contain full cutting lines for students to follow.
Q. Do we buy new CD‐ROMs every year?
A. Yes, each year you would purchase a CD‐ROM for each incoming student. This would be comparable to
buying or printing/copying materials for each student each year.
Q. Who can use the CD‐ROMs?
A. Each student can use their CD‐ROM for personal use only. They cannot be shared with anyone else. If a school
has paid for the training, the school can purchase a school license from us if they would like to be able to use the
CD‐ROM for other classrooms. The school license is $50 for the Primary CD and $100 for the Elementary CD.
Q. What if the students would like additional materials that you offer?
A. Students are welcome to purchase any additional materials they need from our website. Because the training
center CD is so steeply discounted, we do not offer any additional discounts.
Q. How do we get the CD‐ROMs?
A. The CD‐ROMs will be shipped to you Priority Mail, and will include additional CD‐ROMs for the training center
staff (see price list above).
Q. Why don’t the Training CD‐ROMs contain all the files you sell?
A. We found during our experience with the Midwest Montessori Teacher Training Center (our pilot program)
that having access to more than just the “core” materials can be distracting for the students during the training.
Our CD‐ROMs contain the files that are necessary to be completed during training. Students can buy additional
PDF files from us directly if they desire to have more materials.

